Drug resistance-associated pfCRT mutations confer decreased Plasmodium falciparum digestive vacuolar pH.
Elucidating the altered physiology of various chloroquine resistant (CQR) strains of Plasmodium falciparum is essential for understanding the molecular basis of CQR. In this study, we have devised several new methods for analyzing digestive vacuolar (DV) pH for individual intraerythrocytic parasites under continuous perfusion. These use controlled illumination power and novel data acquisition software, and are based on either acridine orange (AO) emission spectra or ratiometric 5-(and 6-)carboxy-2',7'-dimethyl-3'-hydroxy-6'-N-ethylaminospiro [isobenzofuran-1(3H),9'-(9H)xanthen]-3-one (DM NERF) excitation. Results show that DV pH is more acidic for laboratory strains of CQR parasites relative to chloroquine sensitive (CQS). Using mutant pfcrt allelic exchange clones not previously exposed to chloroquine (CQ), we now show a direct association between acid DV pH, CQ resistance and mutation of pfcrt to either South American (7G8) or South East Asian (Dd2) CQR-associated alleles. Surprisingly, these alleles confer a similar degree of DV acidification. Verapamil (VPL) reversed acid DV pH for the Dd2 mutant C3(Dd2) clone, in a surprisingly rapid fashion, but did not reverse acid DV pH for the 7G8 mutant C6(7G8) clone. Thus, there is a direct link between expression of two major CQR-associated pfcrt alleles and altered parasite DV physiology. The data also support models that envision direct but allele-specific interaction between PfCRT and VPL.